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ABSTRACT
The ability to interpret and reason about shapes is a peculiarly human capability that has proven difficult to reproduce algorithmically. So despite the fact that geometric modeling technology has made significant advances in the representation, display and modification of shapes, there have only been incremental advances in geometric reasoning. For example, although today’s CAD systems can confidently identify isolated cylindrical holes, they struggle with more ambiguous tasks such as the identification of partial symmetries or similarities in arbitrary geometries. Even well defined problems such as 2D shape nesting or 3D packing generally resist elegant solution and rely instead on brute force explorations of a subset of the many possible solutions.

Identifying economic ways to solving such problems would result in significant productivity gains across a wide range of industrial applications. The authors hypothesize that Internet Crowdsourcing might provide a pragmatic way of removing many geometric reasoning bottlenecks.

This paper reports the results of experiments conducted with Amazon’s mTurk site and designed to determine the feasibility of using Internet Crowdsourcing to carry out geometric reasoning tasks as well as establish some benchmark data for the quality, speed and costs of using this approach.

After describing the general architecture and terminology of the mTurk Crowdsourcing system, the paper details the implementation and results of the following three investigations: 1) the identification of “Canonical” viewpoints for individual shapes, 2) the quantification of “similarity” relationships with-in collections of 3D models and 3) the efficient packing of 2D Strips into rectangular areas. The paper concludes with a discussion of the possibilities and limitations of the approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A recurring challenging in geometric modeling is to reproduce algorithmically human levels of discrimination in the generation, modification and retrieval of 3D shapes. The development of such computational tools is often difficult because the problems are frequently either ill-defined (e.g. location of depressions on a model) or producing multiple solutions (e.g. local operations such as surface tweaking) that require user input to select the correct answer. Examples of these sorts of problems are:

- Feature recognition: where interacting features often require a degree of subjective judgment to define their boundaries.
- Surface fitting and partitioning: where researchers aim to algorithmically generate “faces” that define a “good” or “natural” subdivision of a complex surface associated with scan data.
- Similarity measurement: where attempts are made to reproduce human perceptions of what constitutes 3D similarity in content based retrieval systems.

In these and many other cases, researchers require robust benchmark data against which to assess the performance of their automated systems in comparison to the aggregate judgments of humans.

This paper reports the results of three experiments designed to investigate the feasibility of using Internet Crowdsourcing for geometric reasoning and establish the speed, costs and quality of results associated with these investigations. Although the work started with the belief that the approach might be useful for the establishment of benchmark data-sets, Crowdsourcing has proved so effective that in many cases the authors have questioned if automated solutions are really required.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the next section details the experimental methodology, implementation and results of the following investigations: 1) the identification of
"Canonical" viewpoints for individual shapes, 2) the quantification of “similarity” relationships within collections of 3D models and 3) the efficient packing of 2D Strips into rectangular areas. The paper concludes with a general discussion of the accuracy and limitations of the approach, draws some conclusions and describes some of the authors’ future objectives. Full details of mTurk’s Crowdsourcing terminology can be found at [1] but the essential terms are: Requesters, the human beings that post tasks known as HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) on the website; Workers (called Providers) who browse the list of HITs and after “accepting” one, complete it for a monetary payment set by the Requester.

2. GEOMETRIC REASONING HITs
We report 3 HITs with the following objectives

1) **Crowdsourcing of Canonical Viewpoints**: To investigate the Crowds ability to understand 2D images of 3D CAD models. This was a relatively constrained task involving selection from a limited number of alternatives.

2) **Crowdsourcing of Shape Similarity**: To investigate the Crowds ability to make subjective judgments about the relative properties of shapes. This was an open task involving several hundred models, with effectively a large number of possible answers.

3) **Crowdsourcing of Strip Packing**: To investigate the Crowds ability to optimize interactively a problem with many complex interactions and numerical measure of success.

The following sections describe each of these

### 2.1 Canonical Views
One of the important results established by psychophysical studies of image understanding in the 1980’s was the realisations that people recognised objects more easily from some orientations than others. Interestingly Palmer, Rosch and Chase, [2] established that such canonical views existed regardless of the degree of an observer’s familiarity with a 3D shape. In other words, studies found that certain views of familiar objects were recognized, or “understood”, consistently easier and faster than randomly chosen views of the same objects.

Today, although the phrase canonical (a.k.a characteristic or representative) view was originally coined by biological vision researchers, the term has been widely adopted by the computer vision community [2][3] in two principle areas of work:

1) Algorithms for automatically determining canonical viewpoints for a given model [5]

2) Algorithms for object identification based on matching against a discrete set of canonical view-points [6].

Despite the myriad of algorithms already reported, they are limited in their effectiveness and their used definition. For example researchers studying “aspect graphs” have developed definitions of canonical views based on concepts of “view stability” [4] while others have suggested a solid’s principle components can be used to define and compute such properties [7]. However, like many geometric problems, the informal and intuitive definition captures the concept much more precisely than complex mathematical representations. Because of this the authors thought it is credible that Crowdsourcing could be used to identify canonical viewpoints without recourse to complex calculations.

#### 2.1.1 Experimental Methodology
Using the mTurk API, a HIT to determine the canonical view of a 3D object was designed and implemented (Figure 1). The task showed an animation of the object rotating alternately about two axes on the top left of the pages and to the right of this image lay a grid of 12 images. The HIT provider was asked to select the three “most representative views” in order. Each HIT consisted of 5 tasks (i.e. five different shapes) arranged vertically on a web page. A set of 20 HITs consisted of the same five shapes being presented (in randomly varied order) 20 times to different workers. Providers were offered $0.15 per HIT.

![Figure 1. The Canonical Viewpoint HIT](image)

The actual process of going online with four different sets of 20 HITs took place in two steps. First, we uploaded only one set of HITs in “mturk-Sandbox” (HIT simulation environment) to check HIT presentation, to check if results come back in expected order and to check any other error in code. When this simulation is successful, HIT is finally loaded in “mturk” for workers to answer. The first set worked without any problems and so further sets of HITs were uploaded.

#### 2.1.2 Results

**Speed**: All the HITs were accepted and results returned extremely quickly. Answers to the first 20 tasks (each classifying five shapes) were given within 1h 21min 53sec. A subsequent set of three further HITs was processed equally fast (Set 2: 23min45sec; Set 3: 41min22sec; Set 4: 42min41sec). This could be because returning workers “accept” the HITs faster without the need to read the instruction again.

**Acceptance rate**: Out of the 80 submitted answers only eight had to be rejected. Six of the rejections were based on technical problems relating to the type of browser being used (the HIT had to be done in Internet Explorer). The other two rejections were necessary because the workers (apparently) misunderstood the task and exclusively selected three orthogonal face views for all the questions. Overall 90% of HITs were approved and none of the work submitted appeared to be the product of a random choice.

**Quality of Individual Workers**: With each result submitted by a worker, the requester receives an answer, including other information about how the task was processed. One element of
this data is a unique “workerID” allowing the requester to distinguish between individual workers. Using this “workerID” it is possible to analyze how many different HITs each worker completed. At first glance, evaluating the quality of the results provided by an individual worker appears difficult because there are no absolute answers; the difference between “good” and “bad” views being subjective. However in the context of this HIT a good overall result would be a strong consensus between the workers.

Because of this we decided to motivate the workers by offering a bonus $1.00 for the “best” results, where “best” is defined as being “closest to the average result of all the workers”. Our aim was not only to increase the general quality of results but also to make workers think about what others would consider as the best canonical views of the 3D models. In order to identify the best result for every set of HITs we first had to determine the average results of all the workers.

To do this we calculated how often each view was selected as 1st, 2nd or 3rd best view. According to these positions we assigned “points” and summed these “points” for every candidate view. Based on this calculation we could create a ranking of the best views of the model. Afterwards we compared the three best views of this ranking to the selection of each individual worker and granted the bonus to the worker with the minimum deviation.

Figure 2 shows results for one of the components (for more results refer section 4.3.2 in [21]) whose viewpoints were assessed by a HIT. The numbers in brackets are the number of mTurk workers who selected each view as most representative of the components shape. In this case, a bonus was provided to workers who selected images 9, 12 and 8 or 4.

![Figure 2. Typical Results For Canonical Views](image)

### 2.2 Shape Similarity

Various lines of development have been pursued to create optimal search-by-shape software which supports engineers looking for specific CAD-models in databases. Obviously machines have an enormous advantage in the speed with which they can analyze data. The challenge is to generate software that is able to mimic the human perception of shape [8]. Loncaric [9] describes the human visual system as one of the most sophisticated and versatile in nature. He states that its ability to understand the organization of surrounding nature is unsurpassed by artificially created reasoning systems. To do this the software developer would have to define the highly subjective term of “shape similarity”. Until that is done it is not possible to create a program that interprets a user’s 3D search query correctly and retrieve appropriate “matching” models.

However, neither of the words “shape” or “similar” have clear definitions in casual English. So a potential problem for a Crowdsourcing approach is that people’s interpretation of both “shape” and “similarity” could be dependent on their context. For example, a designer could think that two components are similar, while a manufacturing engineer might perceive no similarity because they are formed by totally different manufacturing processes [14]. Moreover the search-by-shape for particular parts is complicated by the fact that often similar looking parts fulfill completely different functions. Consequently, it is difficult for the search-by-shape software to distinguish between the different types of similarity desired. Given this, the authors were keen to determine if the judgment of anonymous mTurk workers could cope with the level of ambiguity inherent in the problem.

#### 2.2.1 Experimental Methodology

Using the mTurk API, crowdsourced workers were given a HIT with a pool (i.e. grid) of still images showing isometric views of different CAD-models. It was requested that the workers “put similar looking models together into groups” by clicking on their images. The clustered images appeared below the initial pool of images (for detailed descriptions refer section 6.3 in [21]). The workers were asked to continue this process until there were no images left in the pool.

15 HITs (containing pools of 107 models) were posted and accepted within 8min 48sec, with results returned in an average of 1hr and 21mins. However the rejection rate was 29.4% (only 1% of these being for browser compatibility problems). Workers were paid $4.00 for each HIT accepted.

The clusters identified by the workers were compiled in a similarity matrix, where the number of times each pair of parts was clustered together was counted. Given n different CAD-models, the matrix contains n*(n-1)/2 values [12]. The cells of the matrix held a similarity measure (on a range from 0 to 10) for each pair of parts used. Consequently, two parts could reach a maximum similarity of 10 (in cases where all workers agreed). To determine the effectiveness of these HITs, the clustering of these workers and the published families of similar shapes (i.e. the “Purdue Engineering Shape Benchmark’s collection of 3D models) were compared. The entire class of “flat-thin wall components” at the Engineering Shape Benchmark (ESB) is formed by 107 parts [14]. Within the ESB, these 107 flat thin wall components are divided into nine sub-clusters. These sub-clusters are the ones to be compared with this HIT in MTurk.

To discover if the approach can be scaled up, a second class of the ESB was tested. The “rectangular-cubic prism” contains 281 parts and these were presented to workers as a single HIT. 15 HITs were posted and all the HITs were accepted in 14min26sec and returned in 1hr1min8sec. As there are many (i.e. on one web
Figure 3. 107 Parts in ESB “Flat-Thin Wall components” classified in an average of 21min 57sec

page) parts to cluster, workers had to scroll the HIT page up and down many times. In order to encourage the worker and to produce a good result, every worker with approved answer was rewarded $8.00. People who have done exceptional work were rewarded a bonus of $4.00. A dendrogram of the result is shown in figure 3.

Similarly, the third class of the ESB, “solid of revolution” was tested. It contained 479 parts. 15 HITs were posted and all the HITs were accepted in 15min02sec and returned in 1hr49min40sec. For every approved answer, a reward of $12 was paid and for very detailed work a bonus of $6.00 was granted. A dendrogram of the results is shown in figure A.3 in [20].

2.2.2 Results
A Comparison between ESB data and cluster-HIT data was made using a similarity matrix based method described in [13][21]. The results produced the following % similarity between the clusters in ESB data and the result clusters (Table 1).

The results show that the judgment of the Internet “Crowd” is not dramatically different from the Purdue University researchers and students, who originally classified the content of the ESB. Indeed close examination of the differences in the identified cluster (ie family) membership between ESB and crowdsource revealed that these were ambiguous shapes that could quite reasonably be assigned to either group (see figure 60, 61 and 62 in [21]). It was also significant that the HIT scaled from identification of similarities between 100 shapes to over 400 without any issues. Given an increased reward, the workers were happy to devote the time.

Table 1 Percentage of difference in clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“ESB data” vs “Cluster-HIT”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESB Benchmark Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between clusters-ESB vs HIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-Thin Wall Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular-Cubic Prism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Of Revolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Strip packing
Numerous manufacturing applications need to arrange variable numbers of arbitrary shapes into limited areas or volumes. For example, in the stamping of sheet metal, material cost can represent 75% or more of the total cost, consequently even small inefficiencies in material utilization can lead to large amounts of wasted material [15] Computation of a theoretically optimum
solution is known to be NP-complete and consequently numerous “good” and “near optimum” solution are used in practice. However the ability to improve on even a good solution can often have significant economic benefits (e.g. less waste, higher productivity).

The packing problem occurs in many different applications from container transportation to the 2D stamping of complex profiles on CNC machines. For the purposes of this study we have focused on a particular sub-set of the general problem known as “strip packing” or “online packing”, where the goal is to pack a number of rectangular strips (of differing dimensions) into a rectangular area in the most compact way (i.e minimize the height of the 2D packed shapes)[17].

2.3.1 Experimental Methodology
This HIT page was developed using “Flash” software (see [22]). The workers were provided with the task of packing rectangular boxes within a defined area. The criteria is, when boxes are stacked in the given space, the height of the space used should be as small as possible.

The dimensions of the boxes used in this HIT are from a strip packing benchmark data set [16]. The dark-green boxes can be dragged into light-green space provided. Workers can rotate the box and nudge the boxes together when closely packing. The height of the space used will be displayed dynamically while the boxes are packed, so that the worker can manipulate their moves to get an efficient packing. Once they are satisfied with the packing they can send back the results using the “Submit” button on the HIT page. Because of technical issues with the Flash implementation, workers had to input a code number to ensure they could be linked to their results.

2.3.2 Results
Initially 10 HITs were posted, paying $1.00 per correctly answered HIT. We had some good results where workers managed to pack all boxes using an average of 32% height of the rectangular packing space, compared to a theoretical minimum of 26% (% of sum of areas of all boxes plus pixel boundary, divided by the area of packing space). On the second run (which included improved instruction), 15 HITs were posted, with further illustrated instructions, paying $1.00 and bonus of $0.50 for each 0.5% of reduction of the best result established in earlier runs (i.e. this HIT’s rectangular box dimensions and their positions in the packing space were taken from the best HIT returned to date).

After receiving a best result of 29.4%, another set of 10 HITs were posted. This time the best result came back as 28.125%.

Average time the workers took to complete this task was 18min57sec. Some sample results are shown in figure 4.

3. DISCUSSION
Discussions usually focus on inherent experimental errors and limitations of the data presented. However in the context of this work the computational boundaries are the distributed capabilities of the workers engaged with the mTurk site.

Although at first glance the results in sections 2.1 and 2.2 reveal surprising levels of consensus in subjective areas, anyone familiar with Surowiecki’s seminal work on Crowdsourcing [18] will have read about numerous examples of a large group’s ability to arrive at accurate judgments even when faced with vague and ambiguous data.

![Figure 4 Sample Strip packing results](image)

The strip packing HIT is different from the other in that it is not looking for an average, or consensus, solution, but rather it is seeking the best amongst many attempts. The HIT went through several re-designs; early versions which simply asked the user to pack the rectangles into the smallest area possible did not produce any solutions better than 31%. However when the best score and three best arrangements (so far submitted) were displayed to users and the payment level linked to the level of improvement (e.g 0.5% better $1, 1% better $2, 2% better $4) the results pushed much closer towards the theoretical best, reaching 28.1% against 26% possible. Ongoing work has extended this HIT to allow the packing of complex 2D profiles, which will allow benchmarking of the results against published optimums.

Interestingly, the workers carrying out the HITs are keen to specialize in tasks they find easy or rewarding. For every one of our tests we received emails from workers requesting notice when more similar jobs were posted. Our suspicion is that given a regular stream of jobs, a pool of workers would form who were particularly talented at the task being offered.

4. CONCLUSION
The results demonstrate that there is a large, responsive workforce available 24/7 capable of carrying out complex geometric reasoning tasks. Furthermore, our experience has suggested that this resource could cope with a large volume of work without reduction in the quality or response time.

Beyond the specifics of the results presented (ie times and costs) here, this work is believed to have established that Crowdsourcing provides a credible way in which a “human algorithm” (rather than a purely computational one) could be implemented in practical applications. Indeed the nature of the examples
presented implicitly demonstrates the limits of "algorithm alone" solutions. Because of this, the authors believe that a development of the methodology described here could create transformational processes for applications such as:

- Data mining: recognition of partial patterns in 2D and 3D models and assemblies.
- Reverse Engineering: Determination of an intuitive partitioning of an object's surface.
- Data Translation: Sanity checks and visual verification of results.
- Detail Removal: Feature recognition and suppression of visually or functionally "unimportant" geometry.

In the same way that research into the design of GPU algorithms (for exploitation of a powerful "black box") is regarded as a valid academic endeavor, the authors sustain that the production of methodologies for exploiting the "HPU" (human processing unit) will become an increasingly important area of research. As a first contribution to this new research topic we have described three different designs of HIT. Each of these went through several iterations to identify a workable way of posing the questions in a manner that could be crowdsourced. Our effort in the future will focus on designing HITs for geometric tasks that require true 3D interaction from the mTurk workers.
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